Abstract. This paper presents our approach for automatic speech recognition (ASR) of overlapping speech. Our system consists of two principal components: a speech separation component and a feature estmation component. In the speech separation phase, we first estimated the speaker's position, and then the speaker location information is used in a GSC-configured beamformer with a minimum mutual information (MMI) criterion, followed by a Zelinski and binary-masking postfilter, to separate the speech of different speakers. In the feature estimation phase, the neural networks are trained to learn the mapping from the features extracted from the pre-separated speech to those extracted from the close-talking microphone speech signal. The outputs of the neural networks are then used to generate acoustic features, which are subsequently used in acoustic model adaptation and system evaluation. The proposed approach is evaluated through ASR experiments on the PASCAL Speech Separation Challenge II (SSC2) corpus. We demonstrate that our system provides large improvements in recognition accuracy compared with a single distant microphone case and the performance of ASR system can be significantly improved both through the use of MMI beamforming and feature mapping approaches.
Introduction
A recent thrust of ASR research has focused on techniques to efficiently integrate inputs from multiple distant microphones (multi-channel) for multiparty meetings (where more than one speakers can be active at the same time). There are two common approaches to the separation of overlapping speech: blind source separation (BSS) [1] and beamforming techniques. BSS exploits the assumption of statistical independence or de-correlated components between the overlapped signals in order to separate them, while beamforming provides an enhanced version of the input speech based on the location of the speakers. The most fundamental and important multi-channel method is the microphone array beamforming method, which consists of enhancing signals coming from a particular location by filtering and combining the individual microphone signals. The simplest technique is delay-sum (DS) beamforming, which performs a summation of delayed microphone inputs, where the delays are calculated to compensate for the differing time of arrival of the the desired sound source at each of the microphones in the array.
Other sophisticated beamforming techniques, such as those proposed by Frost [2] or the Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC) [3] , optimize the beamformer to produce a spatial pattern with a dominant response for the location of interest. The main limitation of these schemes is the issue of signal cancellation. In [4] a superdirective beamformer and a further post-filtering have also been proposed to suppress interfering speech. However, in the case of overlapping speech (with coherent noise), the estimation of coherence matrix is far from trivial, and inaccurate estimations may consequently introduce artifacts into the reconstructed signal. Such disadvantages to conventional beamforming have spurred the development of approaches such as the MMI beamforming criterion for beamforming [13] which alleviates the signal cancellation problem by ensuring the orthogonality of desired and interfering signals.
It is important to note that the motivation behind the microphone array techniques such as delaysum beamforming is to enhance or separate the speech signals, and as such they are not designed directly in the context of ASR. In practice, it is common for meeting ASR that a well trained acoustic model is first obtained using clean speech data (conversational telephone speech, broadcast news), which is then adapted by using the meeting speech both from close talking microphone (nearfield) as well as distant microphone speech after enhancing the speech by delay-sum beamforming [5] or superdirective beamforming [7] . This approach has been shown to perform well. However, if one looks closely at the ASR errors, a considerable amount of errors occur at the places where speakers overlap (multiple speakers are active) [6] . Thus, improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the signal captured through distant microphones may not necessarily be the best means of extracting features for robust ASR on distant microphone data, particularly during periods of speaker overlap.
In our previous work [8] , we have proposed to estimate the log spectral energies or Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) of clean speech based on a mapping of delay-and-sum beamformed speech using neural networks. The mapping method could be viewed as a non-linear processing technique that aims to approximate the clean speech through the fusion of the target speech and interfering speech. If the qualities of the estimated target speech and interfering speech are improved, then it is highly possible that the clean speech can be approximated with greater precision. Therefore, we propose to first separate the target speech and the interfering speech using MMI beamforming techniques, followed by a Zelinski and binary-masking based postfilter, and then to perform the mapping method for estimating the MFCCs of the clean speech. Our studies on the PASCAL SSC2 corpus [11] show the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Although non-linear feature mapping using neural networks has been studied for robust distant microphone ASR in the cepstral domain [17] [18] [19] , the inputs used for the estimation of the clean features in their algorithms are the noisy features obtained from a single input from either distant microphone speech [17] [18] or microphone array beamformed speech [19] . We distinguish our approach by exploiting additional sources of information to improve the effectiveness of the mapping. More specifically, we perform a mapping of features of target and interfering sound sources, that have been firstly separated using state of the art beamforming techniques.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the system configuration as a whole. Section 3 and Section 4 give a detailed description of speech separation algorithms and non-linear feature estimation using neural networks, respectively. Section 5 then presents and discusses experimental results, and Section 6 gives conclusions and further work which may improve the performance of the system.
System Configuration
The system consists of two principal components as shown in Figure 1 : speech separation followed by feature estimation. Initially we estimate the speaker's position with the speaker localization system. The speaker location information is used in a GSC-configured beamformer with a minimum mutual information (MMI) criterion to separate the speech of the two speakers, and the non-correlated noise and the competing speech are canceled by means of a Zelinski and binary-masking post-filter applied to the beamformer output. Then the features of the pre-separated speech are extracted and the features of the clean speech are estimated based on a non-linear regression. Finally the estimated features are recognised by the ASR system for evaluation. In the following two sections, the speech separation and feature estimation algorithms are described in details.
Speech Separation Algorithms

Speaker localization
The speaker tracking system we employed was based on [12] . New observations are associated with an active target or with the clutter model through the calculation of posterior probalilities. After the association step, the position of each speaker can be updated through the modified Kalman filter. In addition to the speeaker's position, the system is also capable of determining when each speaker is active.
MMI beamforming
The speaker location information is used in a GSC-configured beamformer with a minimum mutual information (MMI) criterion [13] to separate the speech of different speakers. Assuming there are two such beamformers aimed at different sources as shown in Figure 2 , the output of the i-th beamformer for a given subband can be expressed as,
where w q,i is the quiescent weight vector for the i-th source, B i is the blocking matrix, w a,i is the active weight vector, and X is the input subband snapshot vector. In keeping with the GSC formalism, w q,i is chosen to preserve a signal from the look direction and, at the same time, to suppress an The optimization procedure of finding that w a,i under a minimum mutual information (MMI) criterion is described in Kumatani et al [13] .
Minimizing a mutual information criterion yields a weight vector w a,i capable of canceling interference that leaks through the sidelobes without the signal cancellation problems encountered in conventional beamforming. The GSC constraint solves the problems with source permutation and scaling ambiguity typically encountered in conventional blind source separation algorithms [14] .
Post-filtering
In order to further alleviate the non-correlated noise on different channels, a fequency-domain Zelinski post-filter [20] is applied to the MMI-beamformed speech, which can be estimated bŷ
Here ℜ{·} and M denote the real operator and the number of channels, respectively. φ xixi and φ xixj represent the auto-and cross-spectral densities of the time-aligned inputs, respectively. Furthermore, a frequency-domain binary-masking filter [21] 
where b i (f ) is Zelinsky filtered output (in this work I = 2), is used to eliminate the signal from competing speakers. Finally the frequency-domain post-filtered output Z i (f ) is obtained by
4 Feature estimation
Feature extraction
The frequency-domain outputs are reconstructed into time-domain speech signals. The speech signals are extracted with a 25-millisecond window and a 10-millisecond frame shift. 26-channel Mel-filterbank 
Non-linear mapping
The idea of the mapping method is to approximate the MFCC extracted from the speech signals captured by close-talking microphones through the non-linear combination of the MFCC from preseparated speech signals, as shown in Figure 3 . Let s 1 (n) and s 2 (n) denote the MFCC vectors extracted from the two pre-separated speech signals z 1 and z 2 at frame n, respectively. At the n-th frame the feature vector of the clean speech from the first speaker, c 1 (n), can be estimated using the neural network with one hidden layer:
where g(·) and P are the sigmoidal activation function and number of the neurons employed in the hidden layer. The clean speech from the second speaker can be estimated by swapping the inputs to the MLP, ie.ĉ 2 (n) = f (s 2 (n), s 1 (n)). The parameters Θ = {w p , b p , w p1 , w p2 , b} are obtained by minimizing the mean squared error:
over the training examples. Here c i (n), i ∈ {1, . . . , I} denotes the MFCC vector from the ith close talking microphone where in this work I = 2. We denote the sample index as n coming from a total of N training examples. The optimal parameters can be found through the error back-propagaton algorithm [16] . Note that the clean speech is required for finding the optimal parameters in the neural network training, while in the test phase the clean speech is no longer required, i.e., it is predicted from the input feature vectors from the enhanced target speech and the interfering speech.
Note that before being fed into MLP, the two pre-separated speech inputs must be kept in a consistent order. We firstly normalize both the pre-separated speech and close-talking microphone speech, and then find each of the pre-separated speech near to the corresponding close-talking microphone speech based on the minimum distance between their spectral envelopes. In our mapping method, the inputs of neural networks s 1 and s 2 are 21-dimensional MFCC vectors, while the dimensionality of the output c i is 13. These settings are based on our previous studies [10] .
Experiments and Results
We performed far-field automatic speech recognition experiments on the PASCAL Speech Separation Challenge 2 (SSC2) [11] corpus. The data contain recordings of two speakers simultaneously and the uttrances is from the 5,000 word vocabulary Wall Street Journal (WSJ) task. The data were recorded with two circular, eight-channel microphone arrays. The diameter of each array was 20 cm, and the sampling rate of the recordings was 16 kHz. The database also contains speech recorded with close talking microphones (CTM). This is a challenging task for source separation algorithms given that the room is reverberant and some recordings include significant amounts of background noise. Prior to beamforming, we first estimated the speaker's position with the speaker localization system described in [12] . In our beamforming system, the Gaussian pdf is used. The active weights for each subband were nitialized to zero. The system uses an HTK recognizer [9] with acoustic models trained on the WSJCAM0 database from close talking microphones. MLLR based transform is used to adapt the baseline acoustic models.
The corpus is divided into develop data set (178 utterances) and evaluation data set (143 utterances). For the development data set, a leave-one-out cross-validation approach is employed for the adaptation. For the evaluation data set, the development data is used for the adaptation. In our feature mapping method, 104 utterances from the development dataset are used for the neural networking training. The total number of training examples (frames) is 63,826. Tables 1 and 2 show recognition accuracies (as percentages) for the development and evaluation data sets for a number of different conditions. We can draw following observations from the results:
• ASR performance drops significantly when going from close-talking microphone, lapel microphone, and a single distant microphone. We also observe the expected results, which have also been earlier observed in the literature [23] [5] , that model level adaptation improves performance.
• The speech separation system gives much higher recognition accuracies than single distant microphone. However, these results are still much lower than those of the lapel and close-talking microphones.
• By the mapping the MFCCs to those of close-talking microphone, the recognition performance is further significantly increased. Note that without adaptation, the mapping system yields better recognition performance than the lapel microphones, which clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the feature mapping process. With the mapping of separated speech, the recognition accuracies are higher on the development dataset than on the evaluation data set partly because the training data of neural networks is from one part of development data set.
• When the feature mapping method is applied to the lapel microphones, the recognition performance could also be increased.
Conclusions
We have presented our approach to automatically recognize simultaneous speech. Our system consisted of two principal components: a speech separation component which returns the separated speech as well as the locations of simultaneous speakers, and a feature estimation component in which we proposed to further enhance the feature vectors used for speech recognition. The technique achieves better performance to the lapel microphones without acoustic model adaptation, and shows large improvements in recognition accuracy compared with a single distant microphone case. In this work, the mapping was learned between distant microphones signal and clean speech signal. The future work in this direction is to detect speaker overlap and non-overlap regions in multiparty meetings and train/adapt the MLP directly using close-talking microphone speech as target speech.
